Automatic systems for vocalization classification often require fairly large amounts of data on which to train models. However, animal vocalization data collection and transcription is a difficult and time-consuming task, so that it is expensive to create large data sets. One natural solution to this problem is the use of acoustic adaptation methods. Such methods, common in human speech recognition systems, create initial models trained on speaker independent data, then use small amounts of adaptation data to build individual-specific models. Since, as in human speech, individual vocal variability is a significant source of variation in bioacoustic data, acoustic model adaptation is naturally suited to classification in this domain as well. To demonstrate and evaluate the effectiveness of this approach, this paper presents the application of maximum likelihood linear regression adaptation to ortolan bunting ͑Emberiza hortulana L.͒ song-type classification. Classification accuracies for the adapted system are computed as a function of the amount of adaptation data and compared to caller-independent and caller-dependent systems. The experimental results indicate that given the same amount of data, supervised adaptation significantly outperforms both caller-independent and caller-dependent systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Hidden Markov models ͑HMMs͒ have been successfully applied to animal vocalization classification and detection in a number of species. Kogan and Margoliash ͑1998͒ and Anderson ͑1999͒ have shown that HMM-based classification is more robust to noise and more effective for highly confusable vocalizations than a dynamic time warping approach applied to the indigo bunting ͑Passerina cyanea͒ and zebra finch ͑Taeniopygia guttata͒. Other species in which HMMbased classification has been investigated include African elephants ͑Loxodonta africana͒ ͑Clemins et al. Typically, such classification systems are callerindependent ͑CI͒, meaning that the examples used for training the classifier come from a different set of individuals than those used for testing. In contrast to this, systems for human speech recognition are often speaker-dependent ͑SD͒, i.e., trained on the same individual who will be using the system, since given sufficient individual-specific training data SD systems have better performance than speakerindependent ͑SI͒ systems. When individual-specific training data are limited, an alternative is to use a speaker-adapted ͑SA͒ system. In this case a SI system is trained first and then the classification models are adapted with some individualspecific data, called adaptation data, to better account for individual variability in speech and pronunciation patterns. SA systems will typically have better overall accuracy than either SI or SD systems for small or moderate amounts of adaptation data. The error rate of a SD system may be as low as one-third that of a comparable SI speech recognition system tested on the same data ͑Hazen, 1998; Lee et al., 1991͒ , because individual speech differences are minimized in the SD system. The goal of using adaptation is to achieve performance approaching that of an ideal SD system using only limited amounts of speaker-specific data ͑Kuhn et al., 2000͒. Similarly, it is possible to develop analogous classification systems for animal vocalizations that are callerdependent ͑CD͒ or caller-adapted ͑CA͒. The goal of this approach is to maximize the accuracy of the classifier while minimizing the amount of labor required to analyze and transcribe the collected data. Previous studies in animal vocalization analysis have found that individual vocal variability is one of the most important cues impacting vocalization related behavior study in bioacoustics ͑Reby et al., 2006͒. Individual variability in acoustic structure has been described in many species such as bottlenose dolphins ͑Tursiops truncates͒ ͑Parijs et al., 2002; Janik et al., 2006͒, zebra . This would imply that a CA system for animal vocalization analysis and classification should yield measurable improvements in overall accuracy and performance. Because both the data collection and analysis/transcription processes are much more difficult and time-consuming for most animal species than for human speech, utilizing a CA system to reduce the overall data requirements for developing automated classification systems may result in significant cost-savings. Additionally, cross comparisons of CD, CI, and CA recognition models have the potential to yield significant insight into the source of individual vocal variability.
The aim of this study is to demonstrate the use of adaptation for animal vocalization classification and examine the data requirements and degree of improvement provided by a CA system over comparable CI and CD systems. The CA system implemented for this task is based on the maximum likelihood linear regression ͑MLLR͒ technique ͑Leggetter and Woodland, 1995͒. The MLLR method works by clustering the states in an HMM into groups using a regression tree, then learning a maximum likelihood ͑ML͒ linear transformation for each group. The regression-based transformations tune the HMM mean and covariance parameters to each new individual represented by the adaptation data. To ensure all parameters can be adapted, a global transformation can be used for all HMMs in the system if only a small amount of adaptation data is presented, so that MLLR adaptation can improve recognition performance even with very limited adaptation data ͑Leggetter and Woodland, 1995͒. Results indicate that CA does in fact provide substantial performance improvement over both CI and limited-data CD systems.
II. DATA

A. Species under study
Ortolan buntings ͑Emberiza hortulana L.͒ are the focus of the current study. The species has declined steadily the last 50 years in Western Europe, and is currently listed in Norway as critically endangered on the Norwegian red-list. The population size is now only about 100 singing males and declines an average of 8% annually ͑Dale, 2001; Steifetten and Dale, 2006͒ . The initial decline of the Norwegian population was probably due to the habitat loss related to changes in agriculture practices ͑Dale, 2001͒. However, 10 years of intensive study revealed that the main reason for the continuous decrease is female-biased dispersal pattern, which in isolated and patchy population seriously affects sex ratio, behavior of males, and breeding success measured at the population level Steifetten and Dale, 2006͒ . It is hoped that increasing our understanding of male ortolan bunting vocalizations will enable us to better understand breeding behavior and reduce the risk of extinction.
Norwegian Figure 2 shows spectrograms of three specific type ab songs, song variants aaaab, aaabb, and aaaabb. The waveforms in Figs. 1 and 2 are low background noise exemplars, taken from different individuals to illustrate the repertoire.
B. Data collection
Vocalizations were recorded in the morning hours between 04:00 and 11:00 in each site, using a HHB PDR 1000 Professional DAT recorder with a Telinga V Pro Science parabola, a Sony TCD-D8 DAT recorder with a Sennheiser ME 67 shotgun microphone or an Aiwa HS-200 DAT recorder with a Sennheiser ME 67 shotgun microphone. All recordings were digitally transferred from Technics SV-DA 10 recorder via a SPDIF cable to a PC workstation with SoundBlaster Live! 5.1 at a sampling rate of 48 kHz with 16-bit quantization. For a more detailed description of the methods used to record the vocalizations, see Osiejuk et al. ͑2003, 2005͒ . 
C. Data organization
The data set used here is a subset of the Osiejuk et al. data ͑Osiejuk et al., 2003 including 60 song types and 19 syllables from 105 individuals. In selecting data for this study, calls containing syllables which were identified in only a single individual or a single song type were not included. Different individuals were selected for the training and testing/adaptation sets, balanced to get full coverage of all syllables in each set.
The protocol used to separate the data into training, test, and adaptation sets is as follows:
͑1͒ Remove calls containing syllables identified in only a single individual or a single song type. This gives a resulting data set of 105 individuals, 60 call types, and 19 syllables. ͑2͒ Select individuals for testing/adaptation.
͑a͒ Sort song types in increasing order according to number of examples. ͑b͒ Starting with the least common song type, select the individual with the highest number of examples in that song type ͑minimum two examples͒. ͑c͒ Repeat this process for each song type until the individuals selected for testing cover all 60 types. This results in a set of 30 individuals for testing/ adaptation.
͑3͒
Create explicit test and adaptation data sets by randomly dividing the data into test and adaptation sets for each selected individual, subject to a maximum of 30 vocalizations in each set for any one individual and song type. ͑4͒ Group the remaining individuals into a training data set, again reducing the number of examples to a maximum of 30 for any one individual and song type.
Descriptive statistics of the resulting training, test, and adaptation sets are shown in Table I . From the above-detailed process it is clear that the 75 individuals in the training set are disjoint from the 30 individuals in the test/adaptation data, while the test and adaptation sets share the same group of individuals. All three sets have a full representation of syllables. Note that the training set does not cover the full range of 60 song types, but is still sufficient for training syllable-level HMMs for classification, as discussed in Sec. III. The size of the adaptation set is the same as that of the test set to allow the data to be used for training callerdependent models as well as to allow a large range of variation for examining the impact of adaptation data quantity on performance.
III. METHODS
A. Feature extraction
The primary features used in this HMM classification system are Greenwood function cepstral coefficients ͑GFCCs͒ ͑Clemins et GFCCs are a species-specific generalization of mel frequency cepstral coefficients ͑MFCCs͒ ͑Huang et al., 2001͒, one of the most common feature sets used in human speech recognition. The process for computing cepstral coefficients begins with segmenting vocalizations into evenly spaced appropriately sized windows ͑based on the frequency range and vocalization patterns of the species͒. For each window, a log magnitude fast Fourier transform ͑FFT͒ is computed and grouped into frequency bins. A discrete cosine transform is then taken to transform the log magnitude spectrum into cepstral values. For GFCCs, the frequency scale of the FFT is warped according to the Greenwood function ͑Greenwood, 1961͒ to provide a perceptually scaled axis. To do this, the parameters of the Greenwood function are estimated from the upper and lower bounds of the species' hearing range along with a warping constant of k = 0.88 ͑LePage, 2003͒. Details of the warping equations and GFCC feature extraction process can be found in Clemins et al. ͑2006͒ and Clemins and Johnson ͑2006͒. Given basic information about a species frequency range, GFCCs provide an accurate and robust set of features to describe spectral characteristics over time.
In addition to the base set of GFCC features, energy is computed on the original time-domain data, and velocity and acceleration coefficients representing the first-and secondorder rates of change are added. For the experiments described here, the vocalizations are segmented using 5 ms Hamming windows, with a 2.5 ms overlap. Twelve GFCCs plus normalized log energy along with velocity and acceleration coefficients are calculated, for a total of 39 features. Frequency warping is done using a given hearing range from 400 to 7200 Hz, with 26 triangular frequency bins spaced across that range. Velocity and acceleration coefficients are computed using a five-window linear regression.
B. Acoustic models
HMMs ͑Rabiner and Juang, 1993͒ are the state-of-theart approach for continuous speech recognition tasks. HMMs are statistical finite-state machines, where states represent spectrally stationary portions of the vocalization and transitions between states represent spectral transitions. This results in the ability to model spectral and temporal differences between an example vocalization and a trained HMM, with an implicit nonlinear time alignment.
In this work, each of the 19 ortolan bunting syllables is modeled with a 15-state left-to-right HMM, as illustrated in Fig. 3 . Each state S j is entered according to a transition probability a ij from the previous state S i . An observation feature vector o t at time t is generated from the current state S j based on a probability distribution b j ͑o t ͒, which in this work is a diagonal covariance Gaussian model.
During the training process, the Baum-Welch algorithm for expectation maximization ͑EM͒ ͑Baum et al., 1970; Moon, 1996͒ is used to estimate the HMM parameters that maximize the joint likelihood of all training observation sequences. For classification, the Viterbi algorithm ͑Forney, 1973͒ is used to find the model sequence having the highest likelihood match to the sequence of test features.
C. Maximum likelihood linear regression adaptation
Once an HMM has been trained, the model parameters can be adapted to tailor the model to more domain-specific data. The key parameters for adaptation are the means and variances corresponding to each state distribution b j ͑o t ͒. In the MLLR adaptation approach, two linear transformation matrices are estimated for each state, one for the mean vector and one for the covariance matrix, under a maximum likelihood criteria function ͑Leggetter and Woodland, 1995͒. The underlying principle is to provide a reestimation approach that is consistent with maximizing the HMM likelihood while keeping the number of free parameters under control, thus requiring a smaller amount of adaptation data and allowing for rapid adaptation. MLLR has been widely used to obtain adapted models for both new speakers and new environmental conditions ͑Huang et al., 2001͒.
In order to maximize the use of adaptation data, the required linear transformation matrices for each state are grouped into broad acoustic/syllable classes so that the overall number of free parameters is significantly less than the number of mean vectors. This is accomplished by building a regression class tree to cluster states with similar distributions into regression classes, the members of which share the same linear transformation.
The regression class tree is constructed so as to cluster together components that are close acoustically, using the original CI model set ͑independent of any new data͒. A centroid splitting algorithm using a Euclidean distance measure is applied to construct the tree ͑Young et al., 2002͒. The terminal nodes or leaves of the tree specify the finest possible resolution groupings for transformation, and are termed the base ͑regression͒ classes. Each Gaussian component from the CI model set belongs to one specific base class.
The amount and type of adaptation data that is available determines exactly which transformations are applied to the original model. This makes it possible to adapt all models, even those for which there were no observations in the adaptation data, because the regression tree representation allows for adaptation to be done based on similar models that are present in the data. When more adaptation data are available, a larger number of unique transformations are applied, in accordance with the structure of the regression tree. Specifically, the mean vector i for each state can be transformed using
where m i is the original mean vector for state i, i = ͓1 m i T ͔ T is the extended mean vector incorporating a bias vector b c , A c is the transformation matrix for regression class C, and W c is the corresponding extended transformation matrix ͓b c A c ͔.
While the regression tree itself is built from the callerindependent models, the number of regression classes C actually implemented for a particular set of adaptation data is variable, depending on the data's coverage of the classes. A tiny amount of adaptation data would result in only a single transformation matrix being used across all classes, or even no adaptation at all. The required transformation matrix W c for adapting the mean vector i as indicated in Eq. ͑1͒ is obtained using the EM technique. The resulting reestimation formula W c is given by
where w q is the qth row vector of W c being estimated, t ͑i͒ is the occupancy likelihood of state i, ⌺ i and i are the corresponding diagonal covariance matrix and the extended mean vectors, and x t is the adaptation data feature vector at time t.
The subscripts q andin this equation are used to indicate the corresponding row and diagonal element of a matrix, respectively, for compactness of representation. The Gaussian covariance ⌺ i for state i is transformed using
where the diagonal linear transformation matrix H i is estimated via
Typically, transformation matrices converge in just a few iterations. At each iteration, all matrices are initialized to the identity transformation, and recognition likelihood statistics are accumulated over the data using the current model. Means alone or both means and variances are then updated using Eqs. ͑2͒ and ͑4͒. Typically the impact of variance adaptation is much less significant than that of mean adaptation. Transforming the variances can still be significant, however, because by nature variances in a CI system, which come from many individuals, are higher than those of the corresponding CD systems.
To implement the adaptation process, transformation matrices are initialized to the identity matrix. Using the original CI model and the prebuilt regression tree, state occupancies are calculated for all possible states, and the occupation counts are grouped for each class in the tree and compared to a threshold to determine exactly which transformations are to be applied. Following this, several iterations of Eqs. ͑2͒ and ͑4͒ are run to estimate and apply the mean and variance transformation matrices and create a new adapted model. MLLR adaptation can be used in various different modes. Supervised adaptation refers to adaptation done using data accompanied by expert transcriptions, so that the process is applied to known model components. It is also possible to implement unsupervised adaptation, where before each adaptation iteration a recognition pass is performed to determine which models to adapt. Clearly, if the initial CI models are not a good match to the new domain, unsupervised adaptation could potentially fail to improve or even degrade the overall system by adapting an incorrect selection of models using the new data. It is also possible to apply adaptation methods either statically, where the entire amount of adaptation data is used together, or incrementally, where adaptation is done repeatedly as the amount of adaptation data increases.
D. Song-type recognition experiments
Song-type recognition experiments were implemented on the ortolan bunting data set as previously described. The goal of these experiments is to compare how well a CA HMM system performs compared to a baseline CI system. For reference, a fully CD system was also implemented.
The recognition models used for all experiments were 15 state single Gaussian HMMs with diagonal covariance matrices. The feature vector used for classification, as described previously, was a 39-element vector that included 12 GFCCs plus normalized log energy, accompanied by delta and delta-delta coefficients. The software toolkit HTK ver- The following song-type recognition systems were implemented for comparison:
CI: the baseline caller-independent models. The system diagram for the CI system is shown in Fig. 4͑a͒ . There was no overlap between the training individuals and test individuals, with 75 and 30 individuals in the two data sets, respectively.
CD: the caller-dependent models. The system diagram for the CD system is shown in Fig. 4͑b͒ . The training and testing data were separate but came from the same individuals. The training data used for the CD experiments was the same as the adaptation data used for the CA experiments.
CA: the caller-adapted models. The system diagram for the MLLR adaptation systems is shown in Fig. 4͑c͒ . The training and testing data were from separate individuals, and the test data were further split into adaptation data and final test data. Three different CA experiments were implemented: supervised mean adaptation, supervised mean and variance adaptation, and unsupervised mean adaptation.
In order to see how the amount of adaptation data affected the results, each adaptation method was implemented multiple times, using increasing amounts of adaptation data. This was done in 10% increments, starting with 0% ͑no adaptation, equivalent to the initial CI system͒, then 10%, 20%, and so on up to 100% ͑full adaptation set in use͒.
IV. RESULTS
Overall results of the adaptation process can be seen in Fig. 5 . The baseline CI system has an 82.9% accuracy, while the CD system has an 88.1% accuracy. Unsupervised adaptation of the means has a peak accuracy of 86.7% and a final accuracy of 86.0% using the full data set. Supervised adaptation yields the highest accuracy, 94.3% overall, representing a net gain of 11.4 percentage points ͑66% reduction in error͒ over CI and 6.2 percentage points ͑52% reduction in error͒ over CD.
The supervised adaptation using means ͑m͒ and that using both means and variances ͑mv͒ show a different pattern for lower amounts of data, but reach exactly the same accuracy, 94.3%, as the adaptation data increases. The supervised methods significantly outperform both the CI and the CD systems, reaching the performance level of the CI system at about 20% data and that of the CD at about 30% data. The unsupervised adaptation results, as expected, trail those of the supervised system, but are still able to significantly outperform the baseline CI system.
A. Detailed recognition results across specific individuals
Table II displays the comparison of CI, CD, and CA ͑full adaptation set͒ for each individual in the test set, along with the distributions of song types and syllables for each.
Note that in a few cases, 9 out of 30 individuals, the CD system actually gives a lower accuracy than the original CI system. In two of these cases, even the CA system still has a lower accuracy than the CI system. Comparing the CD to the CA systems, only one individual has an accuracy that is lower in the adapted system.
B. Detailed recognition results as a function of songtype frequency
In order to examine the recognition accuracy as a function of how often each song occurs ͑i.e., the amount of data in the training and test sets for each song͒, an additional analysis is done by rank-ordering the songs according to frequency of occurrence and plotting the accuracy.
The overall system recognition cumulative accuracies by classified song types are shown in Fig. 6 . The CI results drop from 95.5% for the most common ab song down to 82.9% for the least frequent song type, sfb. It is interesting to note that the impact of song-type frequency is less pronounced for the CA systems as compared to the CI and CD systems, with smoother accuracy curves across song type.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This work demonstrates the advantages of using an acoustic model adaptation system in classifying ortolan bunting vocalizations. There are two key advantages illustrated by these experiments. The first is that a caller-adapted recognition system typically gives significant performance improvement over either caller-independent or callerdependent systems. The second is that adaptation provides for extremely efficient data utilization, which is very important for bioacoustics tasks where data collection and labeling is difficult.
The results given here suggest that the classification accuracy of many systems could be improved using adaptation, since individual vocal variation is typically one of the most important factors affecting performance. In essence, caller adaptation works like a flexible interpolation between an independent and a fully dependent system. An adapted system starts from a baseline independent system, surpasses both independent and dependent systems, and approaches an ideal ͑well trained with unlimited size of individual identity labeled data͒ dependent system. As the amount of data increases, the specificity of the adaptation is improved through the creation of a larger regression tree.
Although a caller-dependent system with unlimited data is theoretically ideal, it is often impractical because of the large amount of data required for each individual to build well trained models. The performance of such a system will be low if the number of individual vocalizations used to train the HMMs is limited, and recognition accuracy for any new individuals who are not present in the training set will be especially low. In contrast, an adaptation-based system overcomes these limitations by taking advantage of existing well trained CI models. With a moderate amount of labeled adaptation data, an adapted system generally achieves better performance than a CI or even a CD system. Even in unsupervised mode where no transcriptions at all are used, an adapted system may still approach the accuracy of a callerdependent system as the size of adaptation data increases, as illustrated in the experimental results in Fig. 5 .
The underlying reason for the high accuracy of adaptation systems is data utilization efficiency. Vocalization data collection is often difficult due to environmental constraints and inconsistent vocal repertoire across individuals, and data transcription or labeling is a time-consuming task requiring great expertise, so it is expensive to develop large data sets. Acoustic model adaptation is a natural solution to this problem, making the most effective use of the data regardless of how much is available. A CA system is initialized by starting from a CI system that is relative cheaper in effort required for data labeling because it does not need individual identity, then adapted using a much smaller amount of identity transcribed adaptation data to customize the system to the new individual vocal models. This enables a controlled trade-off between data labeling effort and system performance. In other words, maximum system performance is obtained with the minimum effort on data labeling. The acoustic model adaptation methods presented here are applicable to a wide variety of species. Although each species has different vocal characteristics, individual vocal variability is nearly always present. Applying adaptation allows us to achieve high performance in classifying animal vocalizations with a small amount of available data. 
